
in.stream 2

Compact, rugged and 
splash-proof, in.stream 2 

has a built-in power supply
designed to get the most 

out of its amplifier.

in.stream 2 features Class D 
amplifier technology to 
enhance your outdoor 

audio experience.

All-in-one audio system
and power supply

Clear, clean, soft water
every time ou use your spa

Outdoor audio station for spas
and the whole backyard

Awesome
sound quality

in.k1000 touch screen keypad
audio interface

in.k800 keypad audio interface

auxiliary

status LED

USB connector

to CO Acc

in.link keypad

FM antenna

to CO Pack

speakers outputs

AC power input

subwoofer ouput
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The low salt requirement of 
in.clear and the absence of 
harsh chemicals provide 
the sanitization needed to 
give a perfect feel to the 

water of your spa.

No need to add chemicals 
to your spa every week. 

in.clear is a very low main- 
tenance system. Water 
stays clean even if left 

alone for weeks at a time.

Once you find the proper 
adjustment for your spa,

the level is set. This main-
tenance level monitors and 
controls residual bromine 

in your spa.

Automatic genera-
tion of bromine

Easy adjuster
(maintenance mode)

Free of
harsh chemicals

Self-diagnostic

Keypad messages and 
indicators let you know 

when to add BromiCharge 
salt for optimal 

bromine generation.

in.clear

Optimize your customers’ spa experience
with Gecko Alliance’s control systems, keypads,

pumps, apps and accessories for hot tubs.

Welcome to a world of
innovation and service

2024 product showcase



Learn more about the new Gecko’s CMS-1 circulation pump at www.geckoalliance.com

The most reliable circulation pump
is now also the most efficient

More efficiency means moving more water with less energy!

Gecko went the extra mile to make 
sure our new CMS-1 is the smallest 
of its category! This pump takes up 
to 23% less space than our closest 
competitor’s pump. Easy to use with 

our unique and simple mounting 
bracket, which allows the user to 

multiply his options when positioning 
the pump.

When it’s time to kick back and relax 
in the backyard, the amazingly low 

44 dB generated by the CMS-1 makes 
it as quiet as a gentle rain.

Quietest Smallest
We’ve put all our engineering knowledge 
at work to offer the best efficiency on 

the market. Thanks to all the skills and 
expertise Gecko acquired over the years, 

this pump offers outstanding perfor-
mance in a compact design. With its 
superior efficiency, the Maelstrom 
CMS-1 circulates up to 30% more 
water in the same period, and thus, 
reduces the filtration cycle duration.

Efficiency

CMS-1

Seamless integration: no confusing 
setups! Just like our other in.temp heat 

pumps, our new mini is thoughtfully 
designed to seamlessly integrate with 

the Gecko mobile application and 
compatible keypads. All this with
a hassle-free installation that does
not require any additional power 

connection. It’s plug-and-play from
the Gecko control system!

So small and quiet, it’s been designed 
to be forgotten! With convenience
in mind, the Gecko in.temp mini 

boasts a sleek, sober and remarkably 
compact design that fits easily intoany 
decor style. Out of sight, out of mind! 

With a remarkably low 49dBA
in operation mode, you won't even 

know it's there!

The Gecko in.temp mini offers an 
unbeatable price point for a fully 

intergrated heat pump, making energy 
savings simple and accessible to all 

hot tub owners.

Seamless
integration for

effortless control

Whisper-quiet comfort
for unforgettable

relaxation

Unleash energy savings
with a budget-friendly 

investment

The most affordable heat pump fully
integratedwith your hot tub system

in.temp mini

hot tub circulation/ 
main pump hot tub control

input valve

bypass valve
check valve output valve

in.clear (sanitation)

water in

water out

1.5 in piping to the in.temp mini

hot tub equipment bay

in.temp mini 

In order to limit the heat loss from the piping, 
it is recommended to install the heat pump as close 

as possible to the hot tub. A 16-foot (5-m) cord is provided.

communication port RS485

power

New!

Not for

North

American

Market
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Learn more about the new Gecko’s flx.go keypad at www.geckoalliance.com

The only high-resolution keypad designed 
to be installed face in

The flx.go is offering a new world of possibilities to spa 
manufacturers because it is the only high-resolution keypad 

truly designed to be installed face in. Why not install more than 
one? This unique spa experience offers easy access to pump 
controls without leaving your seat during a massage session. 
The face in flx.go is also perfect for swim spas: This keypad is 

the easiest to see and access for an athlete
in action — no need to remove goggles!

The new flx.go is not only the most distinctive keypad,
it’s also a convenient new way to control hot tubs that will 

please every spa user. Its dial ring works perfectly 
under all conditions, even with wet fingers. 

Whatever the size of your hands, navigation and selection
is easy, and you’ll always have a clear view of the screen, 

with pictograms that can be easily seen by users of all ages.

Designed to work
under all conditions!

With Gecko’s unique Turn-N-Press
technology, it has never been

easier to control a hot tub

The quietest massage pump in the spa industry

Elevate your offer with a multiple 
selection of massages based on the 

variable speed capacity of the VMS-1. 
All this with an ultra-quiet pump that 
spa users' ears will greatly appreciate!

Thanks to its revolutionary electric 
motor, the VMS-1 moves water more 
efficiently. For example, at the same 
high-speed level, the VMS-1 reaches 
an impressive 10% more efficiency 

compared to the competition.

Energy-efficient Massage experience
Minimal dimensions but still outstand-
ing performance. In fact, compared to 

a conventional pump of the same 
output power, the VMS-1 is 4 inches 

shorter, an impressive 23% difference! 
And with its exclusive base design, 
there’s no more need to execute 

time-consuming wet-end rotation as 
we do on standard pumps.

Compact

The VMS-1 is a smart, variable speed pump that offers an enhanced
hydrotherapy experience with a strong but quiet 3hp output

Learn more about the new Gecko’s VMS-1 variable speed pump at www.geckoalliance.com
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Learn more about Gecko’s Y series of control systems for spas and hot tubs at www.geckoalliance.com

Optimize your customers’ spa experience
with Gecko’s new generation of Y series control systems

Y series allows the addition of wireless 
control from mobile devices, water 

sanitization, audio streaming and more, 
to maximize the spa experience.

Y series delivers optimal performance 
and total control, giving spa owners the 
immediate satisfaction of getting a lot 

more than they expected.

Y series is designed to fit in perfectly 
and to be easily installed, powered and 
connected to pumps and accessories 
of spas of all sizes and configurations.

Immediate boost Future expandabilityUniversal fit

Y series control systems in.k1001+
Giving full control to wet fingers

Touch screen, color, LCD and LED display keypads for spas and hot tubs
featuring various configurations and menu-driven or streamlined interfaces

4 keys, LCD display, streamlined 
interface for Gecko’s X and Y series 

of control systems for spas.

7 raised keys, large LCD display, 
streamlined interface for Gecko’s X and 

Y series of control systems for spas.

5 keys, LCD color display, 
streamlined interface for Gecko’s 

Y series of control systems for spas.

in.k300in.k330

7 keys, color display, menu-driven 
interface for Gecko’s X and Y series 

of control systems for spas.

10 keys, large color display, 
menu-driven interface for Gecko’s X and 

Y series of control systems for spas.

in.k500

in.k450

in.k800
Interactive display icons and on-screen 

messages make for a unique, truly 
interactive and attractive user interface.

in.k1000+

Learn more about Gecko’s series of keypads for spas and hot tubs at www.geckoalliance.com

now available on the in.ye:
- in.lu.me
- 12VDC light 
- boosted CPU
- external memory
- optional extra output
- optional in.temp connection (RS485)

improved mounting
feet design

main keypad connection

in.claw – new watertight
strain relief system

enough outputs 
for all spa needs

AMP connectors for outputs
now easier to connect

main power entry
connection

CO – communication connectors

flx.port connectors

new diagnostic LEDs

heat.wav heater

accessible
bonding lugs

new access to
heater connections
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North American & International pump models
Aqua-Flo by Gecko’s pumps for small to swim spas

Power, performance, durability, reliability, efficiency

The Circ-Master CMXP pump features 
increased filtration efficiency, greater 
flow to heater and compact design for 

continuous duty operation.

Blue to the core, bold, lean and great 
for the bottom line, new eco-friendly 
Flo-Master’s XP2e BL ce pumps can 
be easily customized to fit any needs.

Eco-friendly Flo-Master’s XP2 BL ce 
pumps can be easily calibrated to 

optimize the performance and 
enhance the efficiency of all spas.

CMXPXP2 BL ce

The Flo-Master XP2 outperforms any 
other 48 frame pumps. With a flow 

rate up to 225 GPM, it is perfect for all 
types of spas and hot tubs.

The Flo-Master XP2e pump provides 
greater flow rates with overall energy 

efficiency, increasing the features and 
benefits it offers to spa owners.

XP2

XP2e BL ce

XP2e / XP2e ce
Designed for today’s larger spas with 
multiple jets requiring increased flow 

and optimal performance. The perfect 
pump model for swim spas.

XP3 / XP3 ce

The spa pump standard has been raised
Maelstrom MS-1 series

Say hello to Gecko's custom-made motor

Learn more about Aqua-Flo by Gecko’s pumps for spas and hot tubs at www.geckoalliance.com Learn more about Maelstrom pumps for spas and hot tubs at www.geckoalliance.com

Dynamics between pump
components are complex. 
To ensure optimal output, 

Maelstrom pumps are engineered
to run at their sweet spot.

Built to last with the ultimate materials, 
Maelstrom pumps offer the best 

value on the market. Combined with 
the renowned North American 

Gecko quality and customer service, 
you obtain the best supply solution 

for your spa pumps.

We’ve put all our engineering 
knowledge to work to offer the best 
efficiency on the market. Thanks to 
the expertise that is an integral part 
of Gecko’s rich history, this pump 
offers outstanding performance

in a compact design.

Moves water efficiently Uncompromising qualityGecko motor

MS-1 3hp - 2 speedsCMS-1 - single speed MS-1 high-efficiency
2hp / 2.5hp / 3hp - 2 speeds

MS-1 3hp CE - single speed MS-1 2.5hp CE - 2 speedsMS-1 3hp - single speed
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in.lu.me & in.mix 300
The most comprehensive LED system for spas

in.lu.me cables and LED lights are in.mix 300’s perfect companions

Create a personalized ambiance easily 
with an infinite selection of colors

and a light-intensity dimmer.

in.mix 300 can control up to 
3 independently managed or synchro-
nized light zones in or around your spa. 

The power to create
the perfect ambiance

Lights up to 3 different
color zones

When connected to one of our Y series 
control systems, in.mix 300 transforms 
your keypad into a real lighting console.

A lighting console at
your fingertips

Gecko’s ultimate mobile remote control for your spa
Easily integrate your spa to the Internet of Things!

in.mix 300 comes with a built-in power supply and can be connected to a 120V or 240V output of a Y series control system.
It can drive up to a hundred points of RGB (red, green, blue) in three zones. More at www.geckoalliance.com

in.touch 2’s iOS and Android apps make 
it very easy to control and program 
functions and features of your spa

from your smartphone or your tablet.

in.touch 2 transmitters emit a strong, 
stable and long-range signal between 

your spa and your router (about 
3 times longer than a regular signal).

in.touch 2 comes with 2 pre-paired RF 
transmitters, one being part of your 
spa system and the second to be 
connected to your Internet router.

Strong, long-range signal State-of-the-art apps

in.touch 2 app

home side transmitter
connected to your router

spa side transmitter
connected to your spa system

Simplest of setups

pre-paired RF transmitters
automatically connect to one another

in.touch 2

No need for an external LED controller. 
Full control of the color of your lights 

directly from the keypad.

Cleverly designed loop, spyder and 
cluster cables and connectors with 

high-intensity RGB LED lights.

Connects directly to the in.yj 
and in.ye control systems

Sleek cable and
connector designs

in.lu.me eases the process of ins-
talling cables, lights and other equip-
ment to seriously light up your spa.

For quick, easy
and clean installation

Learn more about in.touch 2 at www.geckoalliance.com
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in.stream 2

Compact, rugged and 
splash-proof, in.stream 2 

has a built-in power supply
designed to get the most 

out of its amplifier.

in.stream 2 features Class D 
amplifier technology to 
enhance your outdoor 

audio experience.

All-in-one audio system
and power supply

Clear, clean, soft water
every time ou use your spa

Outdoor audio station for spas
and the whole backyard

Awesome
sound quality
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give a perfect feel to the 
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Optimize your customers’ spa experience
with Gecko Alliance’s control systems, keypads,

pumps, apps and accessories for hot tubs.

Welcome to a world of
innovation and service
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